The change of season is upon us

We had a fairly mild winter this year, don’t get me wrong there were a few cold mornings yes but it was not cold
as we expected. Still, we had all the magic one can expect of winter safaris in Madikwe. Mainly amazing sightings
around the waterholes!

I tried my best to fit everything in one frame, sadly this hardly does it justice. If one looks closely you will discover
that there are more than a hundred animals around the dam at the same time. Three of famous big five all at in
one place! This usually keeps our guest well entertained for a long time.
The interaction between all the different species is not something that is not often observed.

O, yes we can’t forget about the Elephants mudding themselves by way of sploshing, splashing and rolling around
in the mud. Also big fun! Large mammals like Elephant, Rhino and Buffalo have a hard time getting rid of excess
body heat, mudding themselves helps with this. It also gets rid of parasites like bloodsucking ticks.

Madikwe is home to some of the rarer and shy carnivores like Brown hyena. He is seen in the frame running of
with what appeared to be about half a Wildebeest carcass.
Some of the medium sized predators are shy when they have food this could be explained by the fact that they
feel vulnerable while eating as it might weigh them down. Also they are constantly afraid that some other
predator might steel their food i.e. Lions or spotted Hyenas. Fun facts about the Brown hyena: They are
perceived as solitary beasts, which is not entirely untrue, as they forage and hunt alone. However, when they are
around their den-sites they are highly social. However, there is still a lot to learn and discover around the secret
lives of Brown hyenas.

When it comes to our Wild dogs, there is good news and bad news. The bad news is that we don’t see them that
often. The good news is that this is because they are denning and raising a new batch of pups. We are not sure
how many there are as they are still on top of a big mountain. They should come down in about a month or so.
We are all keeping our fingers crossed for good results!

Some more good news; Three female dogs broke away from the main pack and are now running around on their
own. They provide us with a few random sightings here and there!
I digress, back to the change of season. Our winter sky is usually completely cloudless, with August marking the
change of seasons. The famous August winds start blowing in moisture and warm air from the coast. The moisture
in the air leads to cloud formation producing stunning vistas.

Trust me this photo does not do it justice. You need to see it to believe it.

Something for the birders. Three Southern Whit-faced owls have taken up residence in our neck of the woods.
They pose beautifully and are not shy at all. This is special because we don’t really see owls during the day. One
cannot appreciate an owl’s beauty at night.

The spotted cats are also around. Although they can be rare we always manage to find them sooner or later. This
is Tsala - a female Leopard in the Southwest of Madikwe.
She is currently walking around with a big Male Leopard. This means only one thing; They are mating!
Despite having numerous litters of cubs this female never raised a cub to adulthood, we are not sure why, we are
just hoping for the best this time.

Two of the Cheetah killed an Impala right next to our waterhole while the guest was having lunch. It was pretty
epic!

Ooops, I almost forgot… Here are some pictures of Lions! They are still doing very well and sightings are of the
charts.

These youngsters are from different prides; both are about six months old.

This is a male lion looking towards the horizon just before the sun rises.

Youngsters playing with a stick, refusing to share the stick when one has it.

Happy pride having a drink…

Cheers until next time
The Motswiri team

